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Orphaned black: This blended family get to know each other in Wildlife Rescue’s Raptor Flight Cage.

RAISING A RASCAL OF RAVENS
A Quartet of Rescued Ravens Live and Learn Together
By Yolanda Brooks
Communications Manager

Celebrated in First Nation
folklore for their trickster ways
and admired by ornithologists
for their intelligence, ravens
are known in wildlife circles
as challenging subjects for
rehabilitation.
These four orphaned ravens spent
several weeks growing up together
at Wildlife Rescue in May and June
after becoming separated from their
respective parents.
Raven number one was picked up
on May 8 by the BC SPCA after it was
harassed by crows for several hours.
Apart from a few frayed feathers and
soiling, the fledgling was healthy
although not yet able to fly.
The other three birds were picked
up in and around Gibsons on the
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

Sunshine Coast between May 14 –
19. They were found on the ground
with no sign of their parents. All
were treated at Gibsons Wildlife
Rehabilitation Centre.
Ravens present a number of
challenges for wildlife rehabilitators.
While most birds spend just a few
weeks with their parents before being
left to their own devices, ravens spend
up to six months under the tutelage
of both parents.
Nestling and fledgling ravens are
also prone to imprinting - the process
by which young animals become
attached to humans during a critical
stage of their early development.
This can create problems in the
wild when they are unable to express
natural behaviours and are rejected
by their wild peers. To overcome this
issue, staff covered their heads and
shoulders when handling and treating

the birds.
Ravens are acrobatic and graceful
flyers and once they have started to
fly, need a big aviary to fully develop
their flight skills.
Their intelligence also means that
staff have to work extra hard to
ensure their big bird brains remain
sharp. Like their fellow corvids,
Continued
on page 10
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Hatching
New Plans
Rose Hamilton Senior Executive Consultant

My first view of Wildlife Rescue
was memorable for my entire
family. I say “view” but in all
honesty I was “sensing” the Care
Centre long before I could see it.
Two skunks were unmistakably in
residence and they created a very
special sensory welcome for us.
That welcome lingered and my
clothing brought my work home that
evening. My granddaughter asked me,
with charming six year old diplomacy,
if I was always going to smell “special”
at my new job? She then quickly
reassured me that she still loves me …
and the skunks too! She already gets
that coexistence involves acceptance.
The Care Centre is a lesson in the
dedication and inventiveness of staff
and volunteers. Over 4,100 animals
were cared for in 2013 by upwards
of 15-full time and 17 part-time or
seasonal staff, working in less than
1,000 square meters of hospital,
rehabilitation, and office space.
It goes without saying that the vast
majority of the space is dedicated
to the core work of animal care.
For once the humans are at the
bottom of the food chain, so staff
and volunteers cheerfully share nine
desks and computers in three offices
totaling a cramped 60sqm. From
this tiny footprint emerge hundreds
of educational programs, summer
camps, community events, and a

hotline that answers 15,000 wildlife
emergency calls every year.
The Care Centre and administration
facilities are bursting at the seams
as distressed and injured patient
numbers just continue to increase. We
never want to turn away an animal
in need for lack of capacity. But the
stresses and strains of present and
potential wildlife emergencies are all
pointing in one direction: we have
outgrown our nest!
It will take the collective and
collaborative effort of all of us,
together with all of you, to create the
donor base and on-going community
support for a new environmentally
sustainable facility. Meanwhile, we are
evolving new ways to share our rescue
experiences with all of you. We are
making donations easier with a debit/
credit card machine and monthly
donor services. Soon we will have
webcams and a webcam viewing area
at the Care Centre.
Every day we are hatching new
ideas. Above all, we invite you to enjoy
and join the exciting changes and
challenges ahead!

Education & Outreach
EDUCATION OFFICER Johanna Thompson
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER Yolanda Brooks

Administration
SENIOR EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT Rose Hamilton
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS & DEVELOPMENT
Gordon White
ADMINISTRATOR Heather Gill
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Keep up with the latest WRA news by subscribing to our
E-newsletter The Tweet. The monthly publication will be delivered
directly to your inbox upon your request.
Send an email to info@wildliferescue.ca and we will add you to our
mailing list.
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

FUNDRAISING FOCUS

Since the first baby duckling arrived
at the Care Centre over the Easter
holiday weekend, the race is on to
raise money through our Summer
Survival Campaign.
Our last few summers have been
incredibly hectic and marked by the
need to put out emergency pleas for
supplies ranging from berries and
fish to detergent and heating pads.
To ensure we are able to maintain
supplies and focus on animal care,
we’ve launched the Summer Survival
Campaign to provide the resources we
need to get through our busiest time
of the year.
“In the next three months, we are
going to be dealing with 65% of our
annual caseload,” explains Gordon
White, the WRA’s new Director
of Operations and Development.
“The summer is an exceptionally
demanding time and if we can work
together to raise the $20,000 we
need, it will take the pressure off our
frontline staff and volunteers who will
have the resources they need when
they need them.”
We aim to raise $20,000 and with
your support, we believe we can reach
that goal. We have already admitted
our 1,000th animal for 2014 and by
the end of the summer, we will have
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Summer
Survival

These fledgling bushtits are just three of the hundreds of orphaned birds that
have been treated by Wildlife Rescue over the past few weeks.

cared for an estimated 2,700 animals
in need.
To help us raise the funds,
supporters can purchase one of the
Summer Survival Kits listed below.
Each care kit covers the cost of food,
specialist supplies and medication of
an animal for a week.
• Songbird Survival Kit: $20
• Aquatic Care Survival Kit: $50
• Duckling Survival Kit $75
• Critical Care Survival Kit $150
To find out more about each
kit, go to: www.wildliferescue.ca/
summersurvival.
You can go to our website at www.
wildliferescue.ca/donate to give

directly, or fill in the donation form at
the bottom of this page.
As an alternative to a Summer
Survival Package, please consider
dropping off supplies to the Care
Centre. We have had some freezers
donated and we now have space to
store more berries and fish which
are needed throughout the summer
season. We also need to stock up
on bleach and unscented laundry
detergent.
For updates on the Summer Survival
Campaign, visit the website or follow
us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/
wildliferescue ).
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager

I wish to donate a Survival Kit:
$75: Ducklings
$20: Songbirds
$50: Aquatics
$150: Critical care
I would like to pay by:
Donations and
Memberships
are tax deductible.
Enclosed cheque (payable to WRA Wildlife Rescue Association of BC)
Registered charity
# 131373490RR0001.
Visa
CARD #
EXP. DATE
MasterCard
SIGNATURE
$
American Express
TAX RECEIPT INFORMATION:

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

PROVINCE

EMAIL

PHONE

WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

POSTAL CODE

Other $

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC
5216 Glencarin Drive
Burnaby, BC V5B 3C1
www.wildliferescue.ca
TTRSS/2014
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SUCCESS STORIES

Photo: Paul Steeves

feathers proved to be more problematic. The
feather damage left it unable to fly, making
the spring migration impossible. After two
weeks in care, the swan was otherwise healthy
but needed time for the new flight feathers to
grow in.

Tundra swans, which are a Blue-listed species in British Columbia, are the largest
native swan species in the province.

Left Behind In April, this young, adult

with dried blood – a sign of possible head
trauma - and it had abrasions on its wrists and
damaged feathers.

tundra swan (Cygnus columbianus) was left
stranded on the side of a busy Richmond highway after being disturbed by aircraft turbulence. When it arrived at the WRA Care Centre, While the swan quickly regained steadiness on
it was unsteady on its feet, its mouth was filled its feet and the injuries healed, the damaged

Instead of keeping the swan in care and risk
habituating it, staff banded the bird and
released it on a quiet waterway near Dewdney
Regional Park. The site had an island which
would offer protection from predators and a
good source of food.
While the area is home for wintering tundra
and trumpeter swans, a few non-breeding
birds often remain behind so the young swan
should have some company until the flocks
return from the north in the fall.
Over the next few months, its feathers will
have re-grown and it will have had plenty of
flying practice before it is time for the 2015
migration.
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager

Left for Dead These European star-

lings (Sturnus vulgaris) are alive thanks to the
quick thinking of teachers at Sir William Van
Horne Elementary School in Vancouver. They
were found while repairs were being carried
out on a portable structure at the school.

Photo: Paul Steeves

The worker who discarded the nest believed
the starlings were dead, but a little while later
chirping was heard and Yvette Cassidy followed the sound until she tracked them down
to a large bin. Using a ladder, Cassidy went in
and handed them to a colleague who had a
box waiting.
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Although the starlings were unharmed, they
were on the cusp of fledging and still needed
regular feedings. They spent several weeks
at Wildlife Rescue before being released
together.
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA
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SUCCESS STORIES

Four weeks after its feathers were soiled by spray foam, the plumage of this blackcapped chickadee is restored to its former glory.

Spray-foamed Chickadee Oil rehabilitation staff with a new challenge. Its
is just one of the many pollutants that can soil
fur and feathers and Care Centre staff have
dealt with animals soiled with substances
ranging from vegetable oil and diesel, to glue
and peanut butter.
When this black-capped chickadee (Poecile
atricapillus) arrived in mid-April, it presented

feathers and a foot were coated with globs
of spray foam which is used to fill cavities in
buildings. Not only did the foam risk compromising the waterproofing and thermal
properties of the feathers, the bird was also in
danger of ingesting the substance while trying
to groom its feathers.

Following the initial examination, staff used
mineral oil to try to remove some of the foam
but this was only partially successful. After
giving the chickadee time to rest and de-stress
overnight, it was given an oil-spill bath to try
and remove the remaining spray foam. Oilspill baths are extremely stressful for wildlife,
and staff had to take extra care while dealing
with such a small bird.
While the bath removed the majority of the
foam, there was still some residue that could
not be budged thus necessitating removal of
some of the flight feathers from each wing.
Although the chickadee recovered quickly
from the oil-spill bath, its stay at the Care
Centre was extended while the feathers grew
back. Once the feathers had re-grown, it
was released a month later to a park in East
Vancouver.
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager

These two Anna’s hummingbirds (Calypte
anna) arrived at the Care Centre within a day
of each other after they were found on the
ground at sites in Surrey and Port Coquitlam.
Attempts were made to reunite the birds with
their parents but the finders were unable to
locate the nests or parents so it was up to
Wildlife Rescue’s rehabilitation staff to support
the birds while they made the final steps from
fledglings to young adults.
The more mature fledgling was a little wobbly
on its feet but just starting to fly and was able
to drink from a feeder. The second bird was
a little younger and its flying skills were less
developed. It was initially fed from a syringe
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA
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Down but Not Out Learning to
fly is a critical time in the life of a young bird.
Without the safety of the nest and greater
mobility, they are at increased risk to predation
and separation from their parents.

These unrelated Anna’s hummingbirds survived a fall from nests in separate
locations but they have thrived at Wildlife Rescue.

and given more support while it became more
coordinated and was able to feed during flight.
The two spent their days improving their
hover and flight skills, drinking from a feeder,
learning to feed from flowers and catching live
fruit flies.

feeder for them. The soft release allowed her
to keep an eye on the birds and for them to
have a stable food source while they became
adept at finding food in the wild.
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager

They were released two weeks after arrival at a
green field site close to the home of a rehabilitation staff member who provided a hanging
WRA NEWSLETTER SPRING/SUMMER 2014 5

WISH LIST
Household Supplies

• Blender
• Laundry detergent
• Plastic spray bottles
• Bleach
• Cable ties
• Handsoap
• Rectangular laundry baskets
• Small/medium mirrors
• Towels (any size, no holes)
• Mop heads (large industrial size)
• Face cloths
• Head lamp
• Light-coloured sheets
• Small hummingbird feeders
• Batteries (AA, AAA)
Thank
you
for
the Wildlife Rescue Association
• White Board markers
•supporting
Portable air conditioner
• Dish soap
Outdoor Supplies
Please check •your
ad proof for accuracy.
• Masking tape
¾” plywood
Your
ad
is
considered
to be4x4,correct
• Distilled water
• Lumber (2x4,
2x2) and will run as is
• Garbage bags (industrial
size) indicated
• Hammers
unless
otherwise before press deadline.
• Q-tips
• Tarps
Gift Certificates for
• Soaker hoses
• Local grocery stores, drug stores,
• Hose splitters and nozzles
DIY stores & pet stores
Food Supplies
Other Household Supplies
• Fresh or frozen berries (blueberries,
• Penlights
blackberries, raspberries)
• Digital timers
• Produce (apples, potatoes, yam, corn• Battery testers
on-the-cob, romaine lettuce, grapes,
• Scissors
carrots)
• Brooms & dustpans
• Frozen mixed vegetables
• Bandaids
• Eggs
• Epsom Salts
• Nuts: unsalted and raw

Ad Proof

A full list of items is available online at: wildliferescue.ca/donate/wra-wish-list
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VOLUNTEER UPDATE
Sarah Megahy’s artistic
skills came in handy when
she volunteered her time at
EarthFest 2014.

Out of the Spotlight When

There are volunteers in every little nook and cranny
at the WRA. They fill in the gaps in different departments with amazing skills, a passion for wildlife,
and vibrant energy. These volunteers help out doing
many tasks – from gardening to event planning,
education and fundraising, to data entry and facilities maintenance.
While these tasks seem mundane or irrelevant,
these volunteers know their contributions are
absolutely vital to our success. For example, our
office volunteers doing data entry are cataloguing
vital animal patient data that allows staff to reference old cases, update treatment protocols, view
statistics and track patients in care.
Our maintenance volunteers help us by repairing,
building, and designing our caging and enclosures.
Proper caging and housing is one of the most

Photo: Paul Steeves

people think about Wildlife Rescue volunteers, they
often imagine our volunteers on the front lines who
work directly for wildlife, cleaning cages, rescuing
animals in the community, preparing the food, and
providing basic care. However, I’d like to tell you
about the dozens of other folk who provide the
behind-the-scenes support that is critical to the
success of our rehabilitation efforts and general
operations.
important aspects of wildlife rehabilitation, as the
needs of a chickadee are very different from the
needs of a heron, so each species needs specially
designed enclosures to reduce stress by mimicking
their natural environment. Both of these examples
introduce volunteer skills that will directly impact
the quality of patient care at Wildlife Rescue and
improve our success in treating animals.
Sometimes volunteers introduce skills that we
didn’t even know we needed! This is what Animal
Care and Transport Volunteer, Nel Aird, did for us.
She enjoyed her frontline volunteer work but she
knew her impact could be greater by donating her
skills in event management. Prior to retirement,
Nel worked as a project manager, so she offered to
put her skills to use by helping the WRA plan and
execute the annual EarthFest event. Three years
ago, she paired up with a member of staff to help

out, and her efforts have resulted in three very successful consecutive events.
EarthFest has introduced thousands of people to
Wildlife Rescue and provided lots of information
on how to humanely and respectfully coexist with
urban wildlife in their communities. This directly
impacts hundreds of animals, as these folks now
know what to do when an injured animal is spotted
and who to call for help.
You will rarely see these volunteers in a photo but
their ongoing support continues to allow Wildlife
Rescue to have an even greater impact in the work
that we undertake. They are truly the behind-thescenes heroes of this organization and deserve as
much praise as the many volunteers who work on
the front lines of patient care.
By Stefanie Broad Volunteer Coordinator

CARE CENTRE NEWS

Vet Brochures While most vets

specialize in treating companion or farm animals,
hundreds of sick and injured wild animals are
brought to veterinary clinics every year by members
of the public.
Although these animals need specialist wildlife
treatment, without short-term emergency care
from vets, they would suffer or die from potentially
treatable injuries. To support veterinary professionals who are in a position to provide veterinary care,
Linda Bakker, Wildlife Rescue’s Team Leader of Wildlife Rehabilitation and Mira Ziolo, the Association’s
Consulting Veterinarian, have produced a series
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

of veterinary brochures
providing advice on basic
triage and care protocols
for wildlife.
The series, which is
available in PDF format,
features A Guide to Vets
Dealing with Wildlife;
Basic Care for Wildlife and
Special Cases, which deals with specific issues vets
may have to deal with including the treatment of
orphaned birds and mammals, oiled wildlife and
cat attacks.

“Several veterinary clinics already support the work
that we do by taking care of animals before they
can be transferred to Wildlife Rescue and other
rehabilitation organizations,” says Linda Bakker. “We
hope that this series will give more veterinarians
the knowledge they need to provide the short-term
care that can make a huge difference to an animal’s
chances of survival.”
For more information on the series, or to request a
copy, please call Linda Bakker on 604 526 2747 or
email: linda@wildliferescue.ca
By Yolanda Brooks Communications Manager
WRA NEWSLETTER SPRING/SUMMER 2014 7

IN

Donor
Our donors remember those who have had special
meaning in their lives with a special tribute.

Jean Bannerman
Hannelore Frohloff
Bob Ritchie
Margaret Scales
Antonio Silveri

More Ways to Give
Wildlife Rescue is providing more options for supporters who want to make donations. For the first
time, people dropping off animals at the Care Centre
can make a donation by credit or debit card instead of
cash.
The new machine will allow staff at the Care Centre
to take card payments and provide an alternative for
people who want to donate but don’t have change for
the collection box. After only a few weeks, donations
via the Care Centre have already increased.

Sign Up
Bonus for
Junior
Members
Join the Wild Child membership program and give your
child the chance to personally support wildlife.
Wild Child club members receive discounts on camps, a
Wildlife Rescue T-shirt and their own magazine three times
a year.
Membership costs $20 for the year and is open to children
aged six to 15.
If your child is looking for a way to help animals and
learn more about them at the same time, this is the perfect
opportunity!
Call the administration line at 604 526 2747 or email
educate@wildliferescue.ca for more information.
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Kate Allen: Paint for
redecoration of the
administration building.
Yasmin and Ellyana
Baumet: Towels for the Care
Centre.
Burnaby Firefighters
Charitable Society Ltd:
Walkie talkies for Care Centre
staff.
Perry Edwards: Book and
Care Centre supplies.
Gurcharan Helmer: Care
Centre supplies.
Maynards Auctioneers: Bar
fridge for baby bird unit.
PODS (Burnaby): Free
storage.
Catherine Porter: Care
Centre supplies.
Linda Saunders, Care
Centre supplies.
Save On Foods (Market
Crossing Branch): Weekly
supplies of lettuce.
Wild West Coast Seafoods:
Bulk supply of seafood.
Lorrie Mann: Dropcam.
Wildlife Rescue would also
like to thank the following
individuals and organizations
who donated prizes for our
Donor Event on June 21.
The Body Shop (Lougheed
Mall): Gift basket
Charlie’s Chocolates: Box

of chocolates.
City of Coquitlam: Gift
package including backpack
and water bottle.
Eagle Spirit Designs:
Jewelry.
Fur Bearer Defenders: Free
membership and gift bag.
Grouse Mountain: A pair
of adult Peak Experience
giftcards.
Horizons Restaurant: Cook
book and gift certificate.
Dale Johnston: Five bottles
of wine .
M2 Hair and Skin: Gift
certificate.
Me ‘n’ Ed’s Pizza Parlor:
T-Shirt and meal voucher.
Pickering Safety: Donated
first aid kids.
Purdys Chocolates: Box of
chocolates.
Spirit Dancer: Jewelry
Tisol: Dog treat gift basket
and gift card.
Gordon White: Stein Valley
Wilderness Guide Book.
Wild Birds Unlimited
(Newport Village): Bird
House.
Wild Birds Unlimited
(North Vancouver): Gift
basket.
Windsure Adventure
Watersports: Free paddling
session for two.

Roll Up Roll Up
Wildlife Rescue’s education team is looking for empty
toilet paper and paper towel rolls for craft activities
and shoe boxes to use as wildlife rescue kits.
If you can donate, please bring supplies in to the education team in the administration building between
8.30am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday, by July 11.
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

EARTHFEST & OPEN HOUSE

Staff at Wildlife Rescue would like to thank everyone
who attended, supported, volunteered, sponsored and
helped to organize our first ever combined EarthFest
and Open House held on Saturday May 3. We had lots of
positive feedback and will be doing the same again next
year.
Event sponsors: BC Hydro, Breakfast Television/City,
Burnaby Now, Colortech, G&F Financial Group, JRfm,
PODS, RBC Royal Bank, Save On Foods (Highgate and
Market Crossing branches), Vancouver Shuttle & Charter and
Westcoast Families.
Donated raffle prizes: Burnaby Central Railway, Burnaby
Village Museum, Capilano Suspension Bridge, City of Burnaby
Parks and Recreation, HR Space Centre, Kids Market,
Maplewood Farm, Museum of Anthropology, Reifel Bird
Sanctuary, Starbucks, Telus World of Science and Van Dusen
Botanical Garden.

Top left: A young EarthFest visitor expresses his wild side;
Second left: WRA volunteers celebrate the end of a hectic day;
Third left: An exhibitor spreads the wildlife welfare message;
Bottom left: Rehab staffer Chelsea Roberts gives an Open House
demo; Above: Care Centre and maintenance volunteers Jo and
Andy Shutek take charge of the barbecue .
Photos: Paul Steeves.

WILDLIFERESCUE.CA
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Raising Ravens
crows, ravens are more demanding
and their aviaries are tricked out
with objects of interest to keep them
occupied. Staff also encouraged them
to search for their food by scattering
caches around the aviary.
For the first few weeks in care, the
Vancouver raven was raised alone.
Although it was doing fine physically,
the Care Centre team knew that
optimal care would be to have it raised
in a group.
So they contacted other rehab
centres to see if they could find a
companion for their solitary patient.
Gibsons Rehabilitation Centre had
three ravens in care that turned out to
be around the same age and proved to
be a perfect match.
With the availability of the large
raptor aviary at Wildlife Rescue, it
was decided to transfer the birds from
Gibsons to Burnaby where they would
be able to live together with much
more space.
With help from BC Ferries to ensure

Photo: Linda Bakker

Continued from page 1

that the pick-up and return journey
was quick and hassle-free, a WRA
transport volunteer transferred the
birds from Gibsons ferry terminal to
Burnaby Lake.
The three ravens were placed in the
raptor aviary upon arrival and for the
first couple of hours they remained
in their kennels. This allowed them to
acclimatize to their new surroundings
and communicate with each other.
And then one by one, they were
released from their kennels.
Within a couple of hours, they were
vocalizing and getting to know one
another.
“Socialization is a very important

aspect of raven rehabilitation,” says
Linda Bakker, Team Leader of Wildlife
Rehabilitation. “We are not always
able to find a companion for a raven
in care but it has worked out really
well. The ravens really seem to get
along together and they are very
protective of each other.”
In the wild, juvenile ravens hang out
together, so this set-up was ideal as
it closely mirrored natural behaviour.
Without their parents, they would
also have each other for company and
protection upon release.
Three of the four birds were flying
well after a couple of weeks while the
fourth was playing catch-up. Once
they were all up to speed, they were
released together on the Sunshine
Coast by a First Nations Hereditary
Chief.
Like ravens, wildlife rescue
organizations thrive within a
community. With input from a raven
expert in California and collaboration
between the WRA, the BC SPCA and
Gibsons Rehabilitation Centre, these
ravens stand a much better chance of
survival in their new home.

EDUCATION CORNER

Photo: Paul Steeves

what to do if they see a coyote and what they
can do to support local wildlife.

Where Nature is Nurtured The themes are
up! If you are looking for something fun and
educational for your kids this summer, Wildlife
Rescue summer camps at Burnaby Lake are the
place to be.
Camps will run Tuesday to Friday throughout
July and August. Each week will have a theme
such as “Avian Adventures,”“Cougars, Coyotes,
Bears (Oh My!)” and “Night Creatures” where
kids will learn how to identify bird species,
which plants are best for looking for frogs,

New themes mean new crafts and activities so
camp veterans can look forward to plenty of
innovative and exciting things.
Our camps have been redesigned to offer a
great environment for all kids. They are now
accessible for children with mild “disabilities”
and we have an Inclusion Manager assisting
with adaptations and support.
The weekly sessions are open for kids aged 6-8
or 9-12. The daily sessions run from 9am-3pm
and Camp fees cost $35 for one day, $65 for
two days, $95 for three days and $120 for all
four days.
Members of Wild Child, our junior membership
program will receive discounts ranging from
$3 to $20.
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For more information about our themes, and
details on registration, check out our website, at www.wildliferescue.ca/education/
day-camps. Please call 604 526 2747 or email
education@wildliferescue.ca to confirm availability for camps.
By Johanna Thompson Education Officer

The Burnaby Camping Bureau offers financial assistance for families living in Burnaby that want to
enroll their children in our camps.
Subsidies of up to $175 are available to local children from low
income families to attend the summer camp of their choice.
Registration is now open for applications. Interested families should
call 604 292 3902 or 604 299 5778.
Information is also available online at www.bbyservices.ca.
WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

This tiny fledgling bushtit
(Psaltriparus minimus) was picked
up on a busy street in Downtown
Vancouver after being hit by a car
in early June. It was kept overnight
at the Animal Emergency clinic in

A Bad Break
By Yolanda Brooks
Communications Coordinator

SUMMER 2014: Foster
Fur and Feathers
I wish to Sponsor:
Bushtit
Rock pigeon
Rufous hummingbird
Pine siskin
Northwestern crow
Golden-crowned sparrow
Varied thrush
Black-headed grosbeak
Violet-green swallow
Steller’s jay
Douglas squirrel
Mallard duckling
Canada goose
Northern flicker
Pileated woodpecker
Snowshoe hare
Raccoon
Striped skunk
Long-eared owl
Northern saw-whet owl
Virginia opossum
Great blue heron
American beaver
PLEASE MAIL A
PRINTED CERTIFICATE
NO CERTIFICATE
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Photo: Paul Steeves

Foster Me: Bushtit

$25
$25
$25
$25
$25
$35
$35
$35
$35
$40
$40
$40
$50
$50
$50
$100
$100
$100
$150
$150
$200
$250
$250

PLEASE EMAIL AN
ELECTRONIC CERTIFICATE

WILDLIFERESCUE.CA

Kitsilano before being transferred to
the Care Centre at Wildlife Rescue.
It couldn’t stand on its left foot and
an X-ray revealed that its left tibia
was fractured. The bushtit also had a
broken wing.
Trying to treat broken bones in
small birds can be extremely tricky
but after examining the position of
the fractures and seeing the energy
levels of the bird, staff decided it was
a good candidate for rehabilitation.
They splinted the leg and wrapped
the bushtit’s body to immobilize the
wing to give it a chance to heal.
Despite its various dressings, the
bird remained extremely active, tried
hard to fly and was an enthusiastic
eater.
After four days, the wing had healed
but staff had to re-apply the splint
to give the leg a few more days to
heal. Once the leg has improved, the
bushtit will be moved to a bigger
enclosure and will remain at the Care
Centre until it is fully fledged.

By becoming a Foster Fur and Feathers sponsor,
you are joining our efforts to save sick, injured or orphaned
animals. Consider giving a gift of caring to yourself or to
someone you know. Each fosterer receives a Foster Certificate
with a photograph and educational information about the
sponsored species. You may choose either a printed certificate
– which will be mailed to you or your gift recipient – or an
electronic certificate if you wish to save paper.

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC
5216 Glencarin Drive
Burnaby, BC V5B 3C1

WRA is grateful for your support. Thank you.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

PROVINCE

EMAIL

POSTAL CODE
PHONE

If this is a gift:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
EMAIL

PROVINCE

POSTAL CODE
PHONE

Payment:
My cheque payable to WRA for $
Visa
CARD #
MasterCard
American Express $

is enclosed, or please charge my:
EXP. DATE
SIGNATURE

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC respects the support of all our donors. We do not trade or sell donors’ names.
Donations and Memberships are tax deductible. Registered charity # 131373490RR0001. S2014
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Wildlife Rescue Association of BC
5216 Glencarin Drive
Burnaby, BC
V5B 3C1

Yes! I want to support wildlife

rescue and rehabilitation in BC
I wish to make a donation:

WRA is grateful for your support. Thank you.

One-Time $
Monthly

NAME
ADDRESS

$

CITY

Renewal

Individual
Family/Couple
Senior/Student
Individual Life
Business
Business Life

Gift Membership
$35 per year
$50 per year
$20 per year
$350
$350 per year
$2,000

Request for information:
Volunteer opportunities
Education programs
Legacy gifts for wildlife

PROVINCE

EMAIL

I wish to become a member:
New

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC
5216 Glencarin Drive
Burnaby, BC V5B 3C1

POSTAL CODE
PHONE

If this is a gift:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
EMAIL

PROVINCE

POSTAL CODE
PHONE

Payment:
My cheque payable to WRA for $
Visa
CARD #
MasterCard
American Express $

*Please note that membership fees were increased on
May, 1, 2014.
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is enclosed, or please charge my:
EXP. DATE
SIGNATURE

Wildlife Rescue Association of BC respects the support of all our donors. We do not trade or sell donors’ names.
Donations and Memberships are tax deductible. Registered charity # 131373490RR0001.
S2014
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